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The state along with 14 others announced that they'd agreed to a $1.3 billion settlement with Purdue and the Sackler family on Thursday.
Minnesota to receive $50 million from Purdue Pharma, Sackler family as part of settlement
Target Field and the Minnesota Twins agreed Thursday to split the cost of the biggest maintenance project yet at the ballpark, now playing host to its 12th season. The Minnesota Ballpark Authority ...
Target Field, Minnesota Twins agree on biggest maintenance expense: new scoreboard and control room
A blooming prickly pear cactus displays its bright yellow petals as acres of prairie grasses gently wave in the breeze. In the distance, one can hear the chorus of birds welcoming a new day on the ...
Minnesota prairie perseveres at Touch The Sky
PT Holdings, LLC, has acquired General Parts, LLC (“General Parts”). PT Holdings focuses primarily on the marketing and distributi ...
PT Holdings Group Acquires General Parts
Both were signed to the team almost a decade ago on identical 13-year, $98 million contracts. They both had four years left on their contracts.
Minnesota Wild To Buy Out Zach Parise, Ryan Suter
The owner of several Minnesota restaurants says he still believes in a no-tip model that better compensates all staff, but he was sick of the customer conflict.
As more MN restaurants adopt surcharges in place of tipping, one has given up on the idea... for now.
By August 8, all Community Vaccination Program sites will close, except for Mall of America, which will continue to administer vaccines.
Mass vaccination sites to wind down in Minnesota
In just the last three months of the 2020-21 two-year state budget — April, May and June — collections were 28.7 percent, or $2.12 billion, more than was expected in February.
Still rolling in it: Latest report show Minnesota tax revenues continuing to surpass projections
Oxycontin maker Purdue Pharma and its owners, the Sackler family, will pay the state of Minnesota $50 million over the next nine years as part of a broader $4.3 billion settlement with multiple states ...
Minnesota to get $50M in settlement with opioid maker Purdue Pharma
The public safety budget included funding to form the Missing and Murdered Indigenous Relatives Office — a recommendation of a task force focused on the same issues.
Minnesota forms nation’s first state office on missing, murdered Indigenous people
The state's newly enacted education funding bill includes a "historic investment" in efforts to boost the number of teachers of color in Minnesota, but there were missed opportunities, too, a chief ...
Teachers of color win financial support from Minnesota lawmakers
The new settlement terms call for Purdue to make tens of millions of internal documents public, a step several attorneys general had demanded as a way to hold the company accountable.
Purdue Pharma Exit Plan Gains Steam With OK From More States, Including Minnesota
The state along with 14 others announced that they'd agreed to a $1.3 billion settlement with Purdue and the Sackler family on Thursday.
Minnesota expects to receive more than $50 million from Purdue Pharma settlement
Along with performances that are happening live with in-person audiences, below is an overview of performances that were to take place in Northeastern Wisconsin in the ...
Warren Gerds/Critic at Large: Week ahead: Performances arriving or no longer in calendar, part 70
Laws passed by North Dakota to regulate the activities of middlemen involved in prescription drug transactions between insurers, patients and pharmacies are the focus of a national legal battle ...
Minnesota backs North Dakota law to 'curb worst abuses' of pharmacy middlemen
The Rockets have] dangled Eric Gordon and one of their late first round picks to the Pacers in exchange for the No. 13 pick in hopes that a combination ...
Rockets offered Eric Gordon and pick to Pacers for No. 13, hope to trade up to No. 1
Minnesota regulators are blasting CenturyLink for its landline customer service at a time when the company is seeking to ease what it calls archaic rules ...
Minnesota regulators blast CenturyLink landline service
Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison said Friday that he's hoping a judge's 22 1/2-year sentence imposed ... in George Floyd's death. Repeating part of his statement after Chauvin's conviction ...
Minnesota AG after Chauvin's sentence: 'It's time to act'
In a 2017 Minnesota Supreme Court opinion, Chief Justice Lori Gildea wrote that “Section 1 of the Minnesota Constitution ... roughly equal to a third of the state’s general operating budget.
Editorial Roundup: Minnesota
Minnesota Attorney General Keith Ellison says he’s hoping a judge’s 22 1/2-year sentence imposed on ... murder in George Floyd's death. Repeating part of his statement after Chauvin's ...
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